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Most work in provenance visualization has focused on directly visualizing the
graph structure inherent in provenance data [1, 3, 2, 6, 8]. However, this graph-
centric visualization approach has clear limits when provenance graphs become
very large, and it is not clear exactly what end-user tasks it enables.

We call for discussion of an alternative: rather than simply visually encoding
the topological structure of the provenance graph itself, we advocate exploring
novel use cases that provenance might facilitate, where both provenance and
visualization are yoked together in service of a specific application goal. The
information contained within provenance graphs could be transformed into new
derived forms, to support tasks identified as necessary to target specific domain
problems. This approach draws on the nested model of visualization [7], where
domain-specific tasks and data are translated into domain-agnostic language at
the abstraction level. The base data is often transformed to create new derived
data that is more applicable to the underlying goals. The visual encoding of
the transformed data is designed at the next level, which is computationally
instantiated at the final algorithm level.

Our initial exploration of these ideas suggests that data provenance may be
most helpful in visualization tools when it is used to derive further data in service
of an end-user task. In other words, we advocate transforming the provenance
into a representation that is semantically meaningful in the context of a specific
end-user task and visually encoding that transformed data.

We have begun to investigate these ideas in two different problem domains:
intrusion detection and program comprehension. Some intrusion detection sys-
tems use sophisticated analysis of provenance graphs to identify anomalous sys-
tem behaviour [4], but mapping such an anomaly back to a root cause remains
difficult. The data representation in which anomalies can be detected is several
transformations removed from the original provenance, which is itself an abstract
representation of system behavior. We use visualization to help users navigate
between these different representations to connect anomalies to specific system
actions. In the context of program comprehension, we use language level prove-
nance to enhance code comprehension [5] with data comprehension by visually
encoding the relationships between different data items and different versions of
the same data item.
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